1. Introduction. In determining the complex velocity potential of the two-dimensional flow around an airfoil, one is lead to the problem of finding the analytic funfction which maps the exterior of a circle conformally onto that of a "nearly circular" contour. T. Theodorsen developed a method for the practical computation of this mapping function, a method which was later elaborated on in a joint paper by Theodorsen and I. E. Garrick.1 Theodorsen reduces the problem of determining the mapping function to the solution of a certain non-linear integral equation which then is solved by successive approximations.
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In both papers examples of wing sections of airplanes are calculated demonstrating the use of the process and the rapidity with which it converges. However, the validity of the method from a mathematical point of view, such as the proof of the convergence of the successive approximations, is not discussed. The present paper is an attempt to supply such a discussion. Simple conditions on the nearly circular contour (essentially involving the tangent angle and the curvature) are established which insure the convergence of the process. The absolute value of the difference between the mapping function and the successive approximations is estimated. These estimates serve both to prove the convergence and to appraise the accuracy of the approximation.
The analogous problem for the derivative of the mapping function is treated. (The derivative of the mapping function enters in the computation of the velocity and pressure distribution on the surface of the wing.) Finally, conditions are discussed under which the map of the circle by means of the successive approximations is star-shaped. Although Theodorsen's method is of particular importance in the theory of airfoils, it represents the solution of a general problem in conformal mapping. For this reason all results of the present paper are derived for the "standard" case where the interior of a circle about the origin is mapped onto the interior of the nearly circular contour containing the origin under preservation of the positive line element at the origin. However, all results obtained remain the same for the mapping function of the exteriors and for a different normalization of the mapping function (see §3). Sections 2-8 contain the actual results and proofs of the paper. To simplify the presentation some auxiliary results used in the text are listed in §9. pW Any curve C satisfying these conditions will be called a nearly circular contour. Let us suppose that the function w=f(z) maps the circle |z| <1 conformally onto the interior of C, and that /(0) =0, /'(0) >0. The function
which is defined as the real-valued log/'(0) when z = 0, is single-valued and analytic for |z| <1 and continuous for |z| ^1. For z = e'* we write arg [/(e**)e-'*] = 0(0) -0, and therefore
(The term arg [/(z)/z ]*_<> = arg/'(()), which should be added to the integral on the right, is zero.) Thus the function F(e'*) and hence /(z) may be found by solving this integral equation for 0(0). The existence of a continuous solution of this integral equation is assured by Riemann's mapping theorem. This solution is also unique as is shown in §9(a). In order to compute the solution we follow Theodorsen and form the successive approximations
The functions 0"(0) are continuous for 0 iS<£ in fact, they are absolutely continuous and the squares of their first derivatives are integrable (for the proof of this, see §9(b)); 6"(<t>) -<f> is a conjugate function of log p [0"_i(<£) ].
We shall show that the sequence 6n(4>) converges uniformly to 0(0) as n-> =o. Hence, also log p[0»(0)] converges uniformly to log p [0(0) ] as n-> =o, so that the functions
may be used to compute F(e{+) with any desired degree of accuracy. Let F"(z) denote the function which is analytic for | z| <1 and assumes the boundary values Fn(e**) for | z| =1. By the principle of the maximum modulus the uniform interval except possibly for a set of Lebesgue measure zero and if Jlg'(6)d6 = g(b) -g(a) for every a and b of this interval. In order to establish the convergence of Theodorsen's method under reasonably general conditions, we employ the integral of Lebesgue.
convergence of FJe^) to Fie'*) implies that Fn(z) converges to F(z) uniformly for |z| sSl, and thus the functions /"(z) = zeFn(*) converge uniformly for |z| gl to the mapping function/(z).
In order to prove the convergence of the functions 0"(4) and 0"' (</>) we shall derive estimates for the differences | 0"(4) -0(4) | and | 0n' (</>)-0'(4)| in terms of e and n. These differences approach zero as n-»«, and will at the same time permit us to appraise the degree of accuracy of the nth approximation.
Remark. Theodorsen considers the case where the exterior of a circle | f | =R is mapped onto the exterior of a "nearly circular" closed curve T whereby the mapping function w = g(f) is so normalized that limf,M w/f = 1. This case is immediately reduced to the one considered above by means of the transformations 
Thus one can form the successive approximations ©"(^) for the function 0(4) in the same manner as the 0"(4) are formeci for 0(4)-Furthermore, 0n(^) = -0"(<f>), 4 = -<j> and 0»WO -0(^0 = -(0n(4) -9(<t>)). Hence any bound obtained for 10"(4) -0(4) | is also a bound for 10n(^) -@(<A) |, and the same remark applies to the derivatives of these differences. 3. Statement of results. We shall prove the following estimates: I. If C is a nearly circular contour, and if 0n(4) and 6(<f>) =arg/(e'*) are defined by (2.6) and (2.4), respectively, then
The bound for | 0n(4) -0(4)1 obtained here approaches zero as n->°o (since 0<€< 1) and is therefore sufficient to establish the convergence of the functions 0"(4) to 0(4). However, a bound which converges to zero more rapidly can be found if a further assumption regarding C is made.
II. If C is a nearly circular contour and if
e being the same as in (2.1), then
where A = 4'e"2.
The following result is obtained for the derivatives 0"' (<t>).
III. If C is a nearly circular contour, if (3.2) holds, and if p{9
satisfies the condition For all n,
so that <rn is bounded if 0 < € < 1.
Estimates for the difference | Fn{z) -F(z) |, |z| ^1, may be obtained from those
Thus, for example, in case II we find by use of (3.3) that To prove the three theorems I, II, and III, we shall first derive bounds for the square means (3.8)
The above results will then be obtained by use of the inequalities (see §4(c))
The functions /"(2) =zeFn<-z'> map the circle |z| =1 onto closed curves Cn. Since the functions /"(z) are to be used as approximations to the mapping function /(z), it is essential to know that the C" are simple closed curves. This will certainly be the case if the C" are star-shaped with respect to the origin. (A closed curve is star-shaped with respect to the origin if every ray from the origin intersects the curve in exactly one point.) Knowing that C" is star-shaped has the additional advantage3 that 0"(0) [Vol. Ill, No. 1 is then an increasing function of <f> and therefore possesses a unique inverse function 4>-<pv(d) . This permits us to form immediately the inverse z = ei*n(e) of the mapping function w=f{z) for w on Cn■ We examine therefore the question when the Cn are star-shaped, and obtain the following result: IV. If C is a nearly circular contour and if the condition (3.2) is satisfied, then the curve C\ is star-shaped with respect to the origin if e (2 log 2)-1, C2 if e^0.34, C3 if 6 5J0.31, and C4 if e = 0.3. For all C" are star-shaped if e^0.295.
This result is derived by examining the values of e for which | OJl (<t>) ~ 11 = 1, so that 8" (<£) ^0 and 0n(<t>) is therefore monotone increasing. For large values of n (n 2:4) a more favorable estimate for e may be obtained by making use of (3.5) and of a lower bound for &'(<!>) which is given in §9(d).
Proof of I. (a) Estimate
of Mn. Let F(e'*) and Fnie**) be the functions in (2.4) and (2.7). Because of the representations of 9(<j>)-<t> and 6"{(t>)-<j> by means of the integrals (2.5) and (2.6), respectively, we have For w = 0 we obtain from (4.2) by use of (2.1),
Thus we have proved that if p(9) satisfies hypotheses (2.1) and (2.2), M" ^ e"+l. The factor 2ir is the "best possible" constant-, it cannot be replaced by a smaller one.6 Let g{<t>)=0n{<t>)-0{<t>). Since then g(0)d<t> = 0, there exists a value <f>o such that g(0o)=O. Hence 10n(</>) -0(0) | g (2ttMnM:y*.
Using (4.4) and (4.9), we find (3.1). 6 To prove (4.10), we note first that for x, 0^<t>o^2ir, (6-3) Using (9.3), (3.4), (6.3), (3.2), and (2.2), we find that (M"+1)2 ;s£ f -e\ + \eC -d'2\ + \e"\\en-e\ +\e" -e"\\2d<t>. Next, applying the theorem of §4(c) with = 61 (0) we obtain (0"' -0')2 g 2wMn Ml', and taking the square root and using (9.3), we have \e: +6>\s 2a + \/2ttmimi'.
Proof of II. (a) Estimate
Applying the inequality8 Ml S V7Mn Ml' to the factor Ml of the square root we find that 8 If we set g(<*>) =0n(<t>)-e(,<t>), we have by integration by parts
This proves the inequalitv of the text. {ii* C"'2 -' £ 2AM" + (6.7)
Thus we obtain from (6.4) using (4.4), (6.7), (6.6) and (5.1), M"+1 ^ + 2^42(w + 1)€»+1 + 2Ah"+Wv(n + 1) + (1 + «n+\/2*v4(»+ 1))M»'}, and therefore g ^42^n+2 J i + 2(" + 1) + 2f\/T(n + 1) + (1 + en+1\/2irA(n +1)) -> . (6.8)
Assuming now that (6.1) is true for some 2, we see from this inequality that (6.1) also holds for » + l. For, if we substitute in (6.8) for Afn" the right-hand side of (6.1), we find that Mn+i £ Ah«+*{1 + 2(» + 1) + 2V(« + 1) + (1 + 6"+V2ir^(« + 1))(» + 1)V"}. To complete the induction we show that (6.1) holds for n = 1 and w = 2. From To prove (6.1) for w = 2, we apply (6.8) with « = 1 and Ml' replaced by .42«2(4-fe) (see (6.9)), to obtain Ml' ^ A V [5 + 2t\/2v + (1 + 2ei\/rA)(4 +■«)]. (d). Proof of (3.7). To estimate <rn we first note that
by the inequality of Schwarz. Hence
We find therefore that <r"<(l+«) exp [2a/x^4 «2(1 -«)~3/2].
7. An integral representation for 0"' (<£). We shall discuss now the conditions under which the images C" of the unit circle by means of the functions w=fn(z) =zeJ?»<*) are star-shaped. For this purpose we shall first establish the following representation for On (</>). If C is a nearly circular contour and if the function p(0) which represents C satisfies hypothesis (3.2), then the derivative d,', (0) of 0n(<t>) is continuous and i r*+r (p' p' 'I 1 ~ <t> 0i'(4>) -1 = --I {-(t) (<*>)> cot--dt, (7.1)
Proof. The integrand of (7.1) is continuous in both the variables t, <f> except possibly for t=cf>, and is bounded because of (3.2). Hence the integral (7.1) is a continuous function of </>. Since this integral represents the conjugate function of (p'/p) [$] for which the integral over the interval (0, 2-rr) is zero, it is equal to 9{ (</>) -1, at least for almost all <t>, and, because of the continuity, for all This proves (7.1). Let us suppose it were proved that d{ (</>) is a continuous function when & = 1, 2, • • • , n (reSil). We then show that the formula (7.2) holds with n replaced by »+l, and that 0"'+i(<£) is continuous. This will then prove the representation (7.2) and the continuity of 0"' (<j>) for all n.
Since F"+i(e<0) =log p[0" (0) the integral being convergent in the sense that limj,0 Js exists. We write
Because of (3.2) and the continuity of 9" the first two integrals represent continuous functions of <f>. The third integral (without the factor
since 0"' (<£) -1 is conjugate to this function. Introducing the variable r =<j>+t in the first integral and t=4> -t in the second, we obtain
The right-hand side of this equation represents a continuous function of <j>. Hence 6"+i(<t>) may be defined as a continuous function for all </>, and therefore 0"+i(0) has a continuous derivative for all <f>. This completes the proof. Thus, if 2t log 2 ^ 1 or « ^ (2 log 2)_1, then 0i' (<£) ^ 0 and Ci is star-shaped.
Let us suppose it were proved that 0"' (</>) ^0 for some »g£lf provided e does not exceed some value €o<l. Then we examine 0"'+i((£). By (7.2), (3.2), and (2.2), I On'+,(0) -11 ^ 4 f *+T w cot dt + €* 1I
It is to be noted that On(f)-dn(<t>) has the same sign as t-4> since (/) 2^0. We find by integration by parts that The proofs of these inequalities are contained in a paper to be published elsewhere.
(e). A property of the functions F"(<t>). If C is a nearly circular contour for which (3.2) and (3.4) are satisfied, then the functions Fn(ei*) have continuous second derivatives which satisfy a Holder condition with any fixed exponent a, 0 <a < 1.
The proof may easily be given by induction. Since log p(<£) and 0i(<£) -<t> are conjugate functions and since the second derivative of log p(<j>) satisfies the Lipschitz condition (3.4), it follows from a theorem of I. Privaloff,11 that 0{ (</>) and exist and that 0j" (<t>) satisfies a Holder condition with any fixed exponent a, 0<a<l. Let us suppose now, that it had been shown that (</>) exists and satisfies a Holder condition with any fixed exponent a, 0<a<l.
Then (1 -r)2 + 4r sin2 \{t -6)
As is easily seen, the limit of this integral as r-»1 is dt.
1 f 2T (u^ ~ U^2 ~ ^ ~ dt (9 5) 2w J o 4 sin2 \{t -6)
By the mean value theorem (since U(eie) = V(el>) =0)
